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Abstract: A sensor network is considered where a sequence of random variables is observed at each sensor.
At each time step, a processed version of the observations is transmitted from the sensors to a common
node called the fusion center. At some unknown point in time the distribution of the observations at all the
sensor nodes changes. The objective is to detect this change in distribution as quickly as possible, subject to
constraints on the false alarm rate and the cost of observations taken at each sensor. Minimax problem for-
mulations are proposed for the above problem. A data-efficient algorithm is proposed in which an adaptive
sampling strategy is used at each sensor to control the cost of observations used before change. To conserve
the cost of communication an occasional binary digit is transmitted from each sensor to the fusion center. It
is shown that the proposed algorithm is globally asymptotically optimal for the proposed formulations, as
the false alarm rate goes to zero.
Keywords: Asymptotic optimality; Minimax; Observation control; Quickest change detection; Sensor net-
works.
Subject Classifications: 62L05; 62L10; 62L15; 62F05; 62F15; 60G40.
1. INTRODUCTION
In many engineering applications, e.g., surveillance/monitoring of infrastructure (bridges, historic buildings,
etc) or animal/bird habitat using sensor networks, there is a need to detect a sudden onset of an unusual
activity or abnormal behavior as quickly as possible. Such an inference task is often performed by employing
a sensor network. In a sensor network multiple geographically distributed sensors are deployed to observe
a phenomenon. The objective is to detect the onset of the activity/behavior using the sensor nodes in a
collaborative fashion.
In this paper, we study the above detection problem in the framework of decentralized quickest change
detection (QCD) introduced in Veeravalli (2001) and further studied in Mei (2005) and Tartakovsky and
Veeravalli (2008). In the model studied in these papers, the observations at the sensors are modeled as
random variables, and at each time step a processed version of the observations is transmitted from the
sensors to a common decision node, called the fusion center. At some point in time, called the change
point, the distribution of the random variables observed at all the sensors changes. The objective is to find
a stopping time on the information received at the fusion center, so as to detect the change in distribution
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as quickly as possible (with minimum possible delay), subject to a constraint on the false alarm rate. The
observations are independent across the sensors, and independent and identically distributed before and after
the change point, conditioned on the change point. The pre- and post-change distributions are assumed to
be known.
In many applications of QCD, including those mentioned above, changes are rare and acquiring data
or taking observations is costly, e.g., the cost of batteries in sensor networks or the cost of communication
between the sensors and the fusion center. In Veeravalli (2001), Mei (2005) and Tartakovsky and Veeravalli
(2008), the cost of communication is controlled by quantizing or censoring observations/statistic at the
sensors. However, the cost of taking observations at the sensors is not taken into account. Motivated by
this, we study quickest change detection in sensor networks with an additional constraint on the cost of
observations used at each sensor.
One way to detect a change in the sensor network model discussed above is to use the Centralized CuSum
algorithm (to be defined below; also see Page (1954)). In this algorithm, all the observations are taken at
each sensor, and raw observations are transmitted from each sensor to the fusion center. At the fusion
center the CuSum algorithm (see Page (1954)) is applied to all the received observations. The Centralized
CuSum algorithm is globally asymptotically optimal since the problem is simply that of detecting a change
in a vector sequence of observations, and hence reduces to the classical QCD problem studied in Lorden
(1971), Pollak (1985), and Lai (1998). The problem is more interesting when sending raw observations
from the sensors to the fusion center is not permitted, and at each sensor quantization of observations is
enforced. A major result in this case is due to Mei (2005), in which a CuSum is applied locally at each
sensor. A “1” is transmitted from a sensor to a fusion center each time the local CuSum statistic is above
a local threshold. A change is declared at the fusion center when a “1” is received from all the sensors at
the same time. It is shown in Mei (2005) that the delay of this ALL scheme is asymptotically of the same
order as the delay of the Centralized CuSum scheme (for the same false alarm rate constraint, the ratio of
their delay goes to 1), as the false alarm rate goes to zero.
However, in applications where changes are rare, the Centralized CuSum algorithm and the ALL algo-
rithm are not energy efficient. This is because at the sensors, all of the observations are used for decision
making, potentially consuming all the available energy at a sensor before the change even occurs. In modern
sensor networks the most effective way to save energy at a sensor is to switch the sensors between on and
off states, essentially controlling the duty cycle. However, introducing on-off observation control at sensors
in an ad-hoc fashion can adversely affect the detection delay.
In Banerjee and Veeravalli (2012a) and Banerjee and Veeravalli (2013a) we proposed two-threshold
extensions of the classical algorithms of Shiryaev (1963) and Page (1954), respectively. In these two-
threshold algorithms, an adaptive sampling strategy is used for on-off observation control in their classical
counterparts. We showed that such an observation control can be applied without affecting the first-order
asymptotic performance of the classical algorithms. In this paper we extend the ideas from Banerjee and
Veeravalli (2013a) by introducing such an adaptive sampling strategy locally at each sensor.
Specifically, in this paper we introduce observation control in the ALL scheme of Mei (2005) by re-
placing the CuSum algorithm at each sensor by the DE-CuSum algorithm we proposed in Banerjee and
Veeravalli (2013a). We call this new algorithm the DE-All algorithm. We propose extensions of the data-
efficient formulations from Banerjee and Veeravalli (2014) to sensor networks, and show that the DE-All
scheme is globally asymptotically optimal for these formulations. By global asymptotic optimality we mean
that the ratio of the delay the DE-All scheme and the Centralized CuSum scheme goes to 1 as the false alarm
rate goes to zero. Thus, one can skip an arbitrary but fixed fraction of samples before change at the sen-
sors, and transmit just an occasional “1” from the sensors to the fusion center, thus conserving significantly
the cost of battery, and yet perform as well (asymptotically up to first order) as the Centralized CuSum
algorithm.
2
2. Problem Formulation
The sensor network is assumed to consist of L sensors and a central decision maker called the fusion center.
The sensors are indexed by the index ` ∈ {1, · · · , L}. In the following we say sensor ` to refer to the
sensor indexed by `. At sensor ` the sequence {Xn,`}n≥1 is observed, where n is the time index. At some
unknown time γ, the distribution of {Xn,`} changes from f0,` to say f1,`, ∀`. The random variables {Xn,`}
are independent across indices n and ` conditioned on γ. The distributions f0,` and f1,` are assumed to be
known.
We now discuss the type of policies considered in this paper. In the quickest change detection models
studied in Veeravalli (2001), Mei (2005) and Tartakovsky and Veeravalli (2008), observations are taken at
each sensor at all times. Here we consider policies in which on-off observation control is employed at each
sensor. At sensor `, at each time n, n ≥ 0, a decision is made as to whether to take or skip the observation
at time n+ 1 at that sensor. Let Sn,` be the indicator random variable such that
Sn,` =
{
1 if Xn,` is used for decision making at sensor `
0 otherwise .
Let φn,` be the observation control law at sensor `, i.e.,
Sn+1,` = φn,`(In,`),
where In,` =
[
S1,`, . . . , Sn,`, X
(S1,`)
1,` , . . . , X
(Sn,`)
n,`
]
. Here, X(Sn,`)n,` = X1,` if S1,` = 1, otherwise X1,` is
absent from the information vector In,`. Thus, the decision to take or skip a sample at sensor ` is based on
its past information. Let
Yn,` = gn,`(In,`)
be the information transmitted from sensor ` to the fusion center. If no information is transmitted to the
fusion center, then Yn,` = NULL, which is treated as zero at the fusion center. Here, gn,` is the transmission
control law at sensor `. Let
Y n = {Yn,1, · · · , Yn,L}
be the information received at the fusion center at time n, and let τ be a stopping time on the sequence
{Y n}.
Let
φn = {φn,1, · · · , φn,L}
denote the observation control law at time n, and let
gn = {gn,1, · · · , gn,L}
denote the transmission control law at time n. For data-efficient quickest change detection in sensor net-
works we consider the policy of type Π defined as
Π = {τ, {φ0, · · · ,φτ−1}, {g1, · · · , gτ}}.
To capture the cost of observations used at each sensor before change, we use the following Pre-Change
Duty Cycle (PDC) metric proposed in Banerjee and Veeravalli (2014). The PDC`, the PDC for sensor `, is
defined as
PDC`(Π) = lim sup
γ→∞
1
γ
E∞
[
γ−1∑
k=1
Sk,`
]
. (2.1)
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Thus, PDC` is the fraction of time observations are taken before change at sensor `. If all the observations
are used at sensor `, then PDC` = 1. If every second sample is skipped at sensor `, then PDC` = 0.5.
We now propose data-efficient extensions of problems from Banerjee and Veeravalli (2014) for sensor
networks. In Banerjee and Veeravalli (2014) we considered extensions of two popular minimax formula-
tions: one due to Lorden (1971) and another due to Pollak (1985). Let
In = {In,1, · · · , In,L}
be the information available at time n across the sensor network. We first consider the delay and false alarm
metrics used in Lorden (1971): the Worst case Average Detection Delay (WADD)
WADD(Π) = sup
γ≥1
ess sup Eγ
[
(τ − γ)+|Iγ−1
]
. (2.2)
and the False Alarm Rate (FAR)
FAR(Π) = 1/E∞ [τ ] . (2.3)
The first data-efficient formulation for sensor network that we consider in this paper is
Problem 2.1.
minimize
Π
WADD(Π),
subject to FAR(Π) ≤ α, (2.4)
PDC`(Π) ≤ β`, for ` = 1, · · · , L.
Here, 0 ≤ α, β` ≤ 1, for ` = 1, · · · , L, are given constraints.
We also consider the formulation where instead of WADD, the CADD metric
CADD(Π) = sup
γ
Eγ [τ − γ|τ ≥ γ] (2.5)
is used:
Problem 2.2.
minimize
Π
CADD(Π),
subject to FAR(Π) ≤ α, (2.6)
PDC`(Π) ≤ β`, for ` = 1, · · · , L.
Here, 0 ≤ α, β` ≤ 1, for ` = 1, · · · , L, are given constraints.
In Lai (1998) an asymptotic lower bound on the CADD of any stopping rule satisfying an FAR constraint
of α is obtained. This bound when specialized to sensor networks is provided below. Let
∆α = {Π : FAR(Π) ≤ α}.
Theorem 2.1 (Lai (1998)). As α→ 0,
inf
Π∈∆α
CADD(Π) ≥ | logα|∑L
`=1D(f1,` || f0,`)
(1 + o(1)). (2.7)
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Since WADD(Π) ≥ CADD(Π), we also have as α→ 0,
inf
Π∈∆α
WADD(Π) ≥ | logα|∑L
`=1D(f1,` || f0,`)
(1 + o(1)). (2.8)
We note that the lower bound on the WADD was first obtained in Lorden (1971).
It is well known that the Centralized CuSum algorithm achieves the lower bound in Theorem 2.1 as
α → 0; see Lai (1998). See the next section for a precise statement. However, in this algorithm raw
observations are transmitted from the sensors to the fusion center at all times. A more communication
efficient scheme is the ALL scheme of Mei (2005), where information an occasional “1” is transmitted
from the sensors to the fusion center. As shown in Mei (2005), the ALL scheme also achieves the lower
bound provided in Theorem 2.1, as α → 0. However, in the ALL scheme, observations are used at each
sensor all the time. We are interested in schemes that are also data-efficient locally at each sensor.
We will be particularly interested in policies such that the information transmitted from the sensors to
the fusion center at any time is a binary digit. That is we are primarily interested in policies in the class
∆
{0,1}
(α,β) = {Π : FAR(Π) ≤ α; PDC` ≤ β` and Yn,` ∈ {0, 1}, ∀n, `}. (2.9)
The interest in the above policies, where only a binary number is sent to the fusion center, stems from the
fact that in these policies the information transmitted to the fusion center is the minimal. Thus, it represents
in some sense the maximum possible compression of the transmitted information. The main objective of
this paper is to show that an algorithm from this class can be globally asymptotically optimal.
Specifically, we will propose an algorithm, called the DE-All algorithm, from the class ∆{0,1}(α,β), and show
that it is asymptotically optimal for both Problem 2.1 and Problem 2.2, i.e., the performance of the DE-All
algorithm achieves the lower bound of Lai (1998) given in Theorem 2.1 above, for each fixed set of {β`}, as
α→ 0.
3. Quickest Change Detection in Sensor Networks: Existing Literature
In this section we provide a brief overview of the existing literature relevant to this chapter.
We first describe the Centralized CuSum algorithm in a mathematically precise way.
Algorithm 3.1 (Centralized CuSum). Fix a threshold A ≥ 0.
1. Use all the observations at the sensors, i.e.,
Sn,` = 1, ∀n, `.
2. Raw observations are transmitted from the sensors to the fusion center at each time step, i.e.,
Yn,` = Xn,` ∀n, `.
3. The CuSum algorithm (see Page (1954)) is applied to the vector of observations received at the
fusion center. That is, at the fusion center, the sequence {Vn} is computed according to the following
recursion: V0 = 0, and for n ≥ 0,
Vn+1 = max
{
0, Vn +
L∑
`=1
log
f1,`(Xn+1,`)
f0,`(Xn+1,`)
}
. (3.1)
A change is declared the first time Vn is above a threshold A > 0:
τCC = inf {n ≥ 1 : Vn > A} .
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It is well known from Lorden (1971) that the performance of the Centralized CuSum algorithm is
asymptotically equal to the lower bound provided in Theorem 2.1.
Theorem 3.1 (Lorden (1971)). If E1[log f1,`(X1,`)/f0,`(X1,`)] is finite and positive for each `. Then with
A = | logα|, we have
FAR(τCC) ≤ α,
WADD(τCC) ≤ | logα|∑L
`=1D(f1,` || f0,`)
(1 + o(1)) as α→ 0. (3.2)
We now describe the ALL algorithm from Mei (2005). Let
d` =
D(f1,` || f0,`)∑L
k=1D(f1,k || f0,k)
.
Algorithm 3.2 (ALL). Start with C0,` = 0, ∀`, and fix A ≥ 0.
1. At each sensor ` the CuSum statistic is computed over time:
Cn+1,` = max
{
0, Cn,` + log
f1,`(Xn+1,`)
f0,`(Xn+1,`)
}
.
Thus Sn,` = 1 ∀n, `.
2. A “1” is transmitted from sensor ` to the fusion center if the CuSum statistic is above a threshold
d`A, i.e,
Yn,` = I{Cn,`>d`A}.
3. A change is declared when a “1” is transmitted from all the sensors at the same time, i.e.,
τAll = inf{n ≥ 1 : Yn,` = 1 ∀`}.
The ALL algorithm has a surprising optimality property proved in Mei (2005).
Theorem 3.2 (Mei (2005)). If the absolute moments up to the third order of log f1,`(X1,`)/f0,`(X1,`) are
finite and positive under P1. Then with A = | logα|, we have as α→ 0.
FAR(τAll) ≤ α(1 + o(1)),
WADD(τAll) ≤ | logα|∑L
`=1D(f1,` || f0,`)
(1 + o(1)).
(3.3)
Thus, the ALL scheme achieves the asymptotic lower bound in Theorem 2.1, which is also the per-
formance of the Centralized CuSum algorithm. In this sense, the ALL scheme is globally asymptotically
optimal as the false alarm rate goes to zero. It is important to note that such an optimality is obtained by
sending such a minimal amount of information (binary digits) from the sensors to the fusion center.
However, we note that PDC` = 1, ∀`, for both the Centralized CuSum algorithm and the ALL algorithm.
Hence, neither the Centralized CuSum algorithm nor the ALL algorithm are asymptotically optimal for
Problem 2.1 and Problem 2.2, when β` < 1, for any `.
Consider a policy in which, at each sensor every nth sample is used, and raw observations are transmitted
from each sensor to the fusion center, each time an observation is taken. At the fusion center, the CuSum
algorithm, as defined above, is applied to the received samples. In this policy, the PDC` achieved is equal to
1/n, ∀`. Using this scheme, any given constraints on the PDC` can be achieved by using every nth sample,
and by choosing a suitably large n. However, the detection delay for this scheme would be approximately n
times that of the delay for the Centralized CuSum algorithm, for the same false alarm rate.
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4. The DE-CuSum Algorithm: Adaptive Sampling Based Extension of the
CuSum Algorithm
In this section we review the DE-CuSum algorithm we proposed in Banerjee and Veeravalli (2013a).
Suppose we have a single sensor system. By a single sensor system we mean L = 1, i.e., there is only
a single sensor, and the fusion center has access to all the information available at that sensor. This is of
course equivalent to having no fusion center and assuming that the stopping decision is made at the only
sensor in the system. Since, there is only one sensor, we can suppress the subscript `. We thus have the
following model.
We have a single sequence of random variables {Xn}. The random variables are i.i.d. with p.d.f. f0
before change, and are i.i.d. with p.d.f. f1 after the change point γ. For a single sensor system we consider
the following policies. Let Sn be the indicator random variable such that
Sn =
{
1 if Xn used for decision making
0 otherwise.
The information available at time n is denote by
In = {X(S1)1 , · · · , X(Sn)n },
where X(Sk)k = Xk if Sk = 1, else Xk is absent from In, and
Sn = φn(In−1).
Here, φn denotes the control map. Let τ be a stopping time for the sequence {In}. A control policy is the
collection
Ψ = {τ, φ1, · · · , φτ}.
We define
PDC(Ψ) = lim sup
γ→∞
1
γ
E∞
[
γ−1∑
k=1
Sk
]
. (4.1)
For a single sensor system, we are interested in the following problems:
Problem 4.1.
minimize
Ψ
WADD(Ψ),
subject to FAR(Ψ) ≤ α, (4.2)
PDC(Ψ) ≤ β,
where 0 ≤ α, β ≤ 1 are given constraints;
Problem 4.2.
minimize
Ψ
CADD(Ψ),
subject to FAR(Ψ) ≤ α, (4.3)
PDC(Ψ) ≤ β,
where 0 ≤ α, β ≤ 1 are given constraints.
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Recall that in the CuSum algorithm, the CuSum statistics {Cn} evolves according to the following
recursion: C0 = 0, and for n ≥ 0,
Cn+1 = max{0, Cn + log[f1(Xn+1)/f0(Xn+1)]}. (4.4)
Thus, in the CuSum algorithm, the log likelihood ratio of the observations are accumulated over time. If the
statistic Cn goes below 0, it is reset to 0. A change is declared the first time Cn is above a threshold A > 0:
τC = inf {n ≥ 1 : Cn > A} .
We note that PDC(τC) = 1.
In Banerjee and Veeravalli (2013a), we proposed the DE-CuSum algorithm that can be used to detect
the change in a data-efficient way.
Algorithm 4.1 (DE− CuSum). Start with W0 = 0 and fix µ > 0, A > 0 and h ≥ 0. For n ≥ 0 use the
following control:
1. Take the first observation.
2. If an observation is taken then update the statistic using
Wn+1 = (Wn + log[f1(Xn+1)/f0(Xn+1)])
h+,
where (x)h+ = max{x,−h}.
3. If Wn < 0, skip the next observation and update the statistic using
Wn+1 = min{Wn + µ, 0}.
4. Declare change at
τW = inf {n ≥ 1 : Wn > A} .
Figure 1. Typical evolution of the CuSum and DE-CuSum statistics evaluated using the same set
of samples: f0 ∼ N (0, 1), f1 ∼ N (0.75, 1), Γ = 40, A = 7, µ = 0.05, and h = 0.5. Thus, the
undershoots are truncated at −0.5. Note that Cn ≥ Wn, ∀n.
If h = 0, the DE-CuSum statistic Wn never becomes negative and hence reduces to the CuSum statistic
and evolves as: W0 = 0, and for n ≥ 0,
Wn+1 = max{0,Wn + log[f1(Xn+1)/f0(Xn+1)]}.
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Thus, with h = 0, the DE-CuSum algorithm reduces to the CuSum algorithm.
The evolution of the DE-CuSum algorithm is plotted in Fig. 1. If h = ∞, the evolution of the DE-
CuSum algorithm can be described as follows. As seen in Fig. 1, initially the DE-CuSum statistic evolves
according to the CuSum statistic till the statistic Wn goes below 0. Once the statistic goes below 0, samples
are skipped depending on the undershoot ofWn (this is also the sum of the log likelihood of the observations)
and a pre-designed parameter µ. Specifically, the statistic is incremented by µ at each time step, and samples
are skipped till Wn goes above zero, at which time it is reset to zero. At this point, fresh observations
are taken and the process is repeated till the statistic crosses the threshold A, at which time a change is
declared. Thus, the DE-CuSum algorithm can also be seen as a sequence of SPRTs (Wald and Wolfowitz
(1948), Siegmund (1985)) intercepted by “sleep” times controlled by the undershoot and the parameter µ.
If h < ∞, the maximum number of consecutive samples skipped is bounded by h/µ + 1. This may be
desirable in some applications. The following theorem is proved in Banerjee and Veeravalli (2013a) and
Banerjee and Veeravalli (2014). We define the ladder variable (see Woodroofe (1982), Siegmund (1985))
τ− = inf
{
n ≥ 1 :
n∑
k=1
log
f1(Xk)
f0(Xk)
< 0
}
.
We note that Wτ− is the ladder height. Recall that (x)
h+ = max{x,−h}.
Theorem 4.1 (Banerjee and Veeravalli (2013a), Banerjee and Veeravalli (2014)). LetE1[log[f1(X1)/f0(X1)]]
and E∞[log[f0(X1)/f1(X1)]] be finite and positive. If µ > 0, h <∞, and A = | logα|, we have
Cn ≥Wn ∀n ≥ 0,
FAR(τW) ≤ FAR(τC) ≤ α,
PDC(τW) =
E∞[τ−]
E∞[τ−] + E∞[d|W h+τ− |/µe]
,
CADD(τW) ∼ CADD(τC) ∼ | logα|
D(f1 || f0)(1 + o(1)) as α→ 0,
WADD(τW) ∼WADD(τC) ∼ | logα|
D(f1 || f0)(1 + o(1)) as α→ 0.
(4.5)
If h =∞, then
PDC(τW) ≤ µ
µ+D(f0 || f1) . (4.6)
Thus, according to the above theorem, the FAR of the DE-CuSum algorithm is at least as good as that of
the CuSum algorithm. This is because Cn ≥Wn, and hence the DE-CuSum statistic will cross the threshold
A only after the CuSum statistic has crossed it. As a result, we can use the same threshold A that we would
use in the CuSum algorithm, to satisfy a given constraint on the FAR. We also note from the expression
or the bound on PDC that it can be made smaller by choosing a smaller µ. So, for any given β, a suitable
µ can be chosen to satisfy the PDC constraint. Also note that PDC is not a function of the threshold A,
and hence the PDC constraint can be satisfied independent of the constraint on FAR. Also, the CADD and
the WADD of the two algorithms are asymptotically the same (we have actually shown that the delays are
within a constant of each other).
These statements together imply that the DE-CuSum algorithm is asymptotically optimal for Prob-
lem 4.1 and Problem 4.2, for each fixed β, as α → 0. The fact that the PDC is not a function of the
threshold A is crucial to the proof. In general for a policy Ψ, the PDC can change as we change the false
alarm rate. As a result, as α → 0, the constraint β on the PDC can be violated. Also, the assumption
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that h < ∞ is an important assumption in the theorem. If h = ∞, then the undershoot of the DE-CuSum
statistic can be large. This can cause delay to grow to infinity as we consider the average of worst possible
realizations.
To summarize, the DE-CuSum algorithm is a likelihood ratio based adaptive sampling strategy intro-
duced in the CuSum algorithm. And in the above theorem it is shown that such a sampling strategy can be
added to the CuSum algorithm without any loss in asymptotic performance. In the next section we use this
sampling strategy locally at each sensor.
5. The DE-All Algorithm
We now propose the main algorithm of this paper, the DE-All algorithm. In the DE-All algorithm, the
DE-CuSum algorithm (see Algorithm 4.1) is used at each sensor, and a “1” is transmitted each time the
DE-CuSum statistic at any sensor is above a threshold. A change is declared the first time a “1” is received
at the fusion center from all the sensors at the same time.
We use Wn,` to denote the DE-CuSum statistic at sensor `. Recall that
d` =
D(f1,` || f0,`)∑L
k=1D(f1,k || f0,k)
.
Algorithm 5.1 (DE−All). Start with W0,` = 0 ∀`. Fix µ` > 0, h` ≥ 0, and A ≥ 0. For n ≥ 0 use the
following control:
1. Use the DE-CuSum algorithm at each sensor `, i.e., update the statistics {Wn,`}L`=1 for n ≥ 1 using
Sn+1,` = 1 only if Wn,` ≥ 0
Wn+1,` = min{Wn,` + µ`, 0} if Sn+1,` = 0
=
(
Wn,` + log
f1,`(Xn+1,`)
f0,`(Xn+1,`)
)h+
if Sn+1 = 1
where (x)h+ = max{x,−h}.
2. Transmit
Yn,` = I{Wn,`>d`A}.
3. At the fusion center stop at
τDE−All = inf{n ≥ 1 : Yn,` = 1 for all ` ∈ {1, · · · , L}}.
If h` = 0 ∀` then the DE-CuSum algorithm used at each sensor reduces to the CuSum algorithm. Hence,
the DE−All algorithm reduces to the ALL algorithm; see Algorithm 3.2.
6. Asymptotic Optimality of the DE-All Algorithm
In this section we prove the asymptotic optimality of the DE-All algorithm proposed in the previous section.
We define the ladder variable (see Woodroofe (1982), Siegmund (1985)) corresponding to sensor `:
τ`− = inf
{
n ≥ 1 :
n∑
k=1
log
f1,`(Xk,`)
f0,`(Xk,`)
< 0
}
.
We note that Wτ`− is the ladder height.
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Theorem 6.1. Let moments of up to third order for the K-L divergences at each sensor be finite and positive.
Let µ` > 0, h` <∞, ∀`, and A = | logα|. Then we have
FAR(ΠDE−All) ≤ FAR(ΠAll) = α(1 + o(1)), as α→ 0,
PDC`(ΠDE−All) =
E∞[τ`−]
E∞[τ`−] + E∞[d|W h`+τ`− |/µ`e]
,
WADD(ΠDE−All) =
| logα|∑L
`=1D(f1,` || f0,`)
(1 + o(1)) as α→ 0.
(6.1)
If h` =∞, ∀`, then
PDC`(ΠDE−All) ≤ µ`
µ` +D(f0,` || f1,`) ∀`. (6.2)
Proof. The FAR result follows from the FAR result in Theorem 4.1 and the FAR result of ΠAll from Mei
(2005), because Cn,` ≥ Wn,`, ∀n, `. The results on PDC` follows from renewal reward theorem and is
identical to that on PDC in Theorem 4.1. The proof of the WADD is more involved and is based on the
properties of the DE-CuSum algorithm. The proof is provided in Section 8.
Since CADD ≤WADD, we also have under the same assumptions as above
CADD(ΠDE−All) ≤ | logα|∑L
`=1D(f1,` || f0,`)
(1 + o(1)) as α→ 0. (6.3)
The above results prove that the DE−All algorithm is asymptotically optimal for both Problem 2.1 and
Problem 2.2, for each given {β`}, as α→ 0. This is because the WADD of ΠDE−All is asymptotically equal
to the lower bound provided in From Theorem 2.1, as α → 0, and the PDC` is not a function of threshold
A. Hence, the PDC` constraints can be satisfied independent of the FAR constraint α.
7. Numerical Results
In Fig. 2 we compare the CADD performance as a function of the FAR, of the ALL scheme, the DE-All
algorithm, and the fractional sampling scheme. In the fractional sampling scheme, the ALL scheme is used
and to meet the constraint on PDC`, samples are skipped randomly locally at each sensor.
The parameters used in the simulations are: L = 10, f0 = f0,` = N (0, 1), ∀`, and f1 = f1,` =
N (0.4, 1), ∀`. The values of µ = µ` = 0.2, and h = h` = 20 are used to satisfy a PDC` constraint of 0.65
for each `.
As shown in the figure the DE-All algorithm provides significant gain as compared to the fractional
sampling scheme. In general, the gap in performance between the DE-All scheme and the fractional sam-
pling scheme increases as the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the pre- and post-change distributions
increases.
8. Proof of Theorem 6.1
We first define some quantities and set the notation to be used in the proof of Theorem 6.1. Let τW,`(x, y) be
the time taken for the DE-CuSum statistic at sensor ` to reach y, starting at W0,` = x. Formally, for x < y
let
τW,`(x, y) = inf{n ≥ 1 : Wn,` > y;W0,` = x}.
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Figure 2. Trade-off curves for the algorithms studied: L = 10, f0 = f0,` = N (0, 1), ∀`, and f1 = f1,` = N (0.4, 1),
∀`. The values of µ = µ` = 0.2, and h = h` = 20 are used to satisfy a PDC` constraint of 0.65 for each `. .
If x ≥ y, then τW,`(x, y) = 0. Similarly, define
τC,`(x, y) = inf{n ≥ 1 : Cn,` > y;C0,` = x},
where Cn,` is the CuSum statistic at sensor ` when a CuSum algorithm is employed at sensor `. Also define
the corresponding time for a random walk to move from x to y:
τR,`(x, y) = inf{n ≥ 1 : x+
n∑
k=1
log
f1,`(Xk,`)
f0,`(Xk,`)
> y}.
Let νW,`(y) be the last time below y for the DE-CuSum statistic, i.e., for y ≥ 0,
νW,`(y) = sup{n ≥ 1 : Wn,` ≤ y;W0,` = y}.
Similarly define, the last exit times for the CuSum algorithm
νC,`(y) = sup{n ≥ 1 : Cn,` ≤ y;C0,` = y},
and for the random walk
νR,` = sup{n ≥ 1 :
n∑
k=1
log
f1,`(Xk,`)
f0,`(Xk,`)
≤ 0}.
For simplicity we refer to the stopping for the DE-All algorithm simply by τa.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Our proof follows the outline of the proof of Theorem 3 in Mei (2005), but the
details here are slightly more involved.
We obtain an upper bound on Eγ [(τa − γ)+|Iγ−1] that is not a function of γ and the conditioning
Iγ−1, and that scales as the lower bound in Theorem 2.1. The theorem is then established if we then take
the essential supremum and then the supremum over γ.
Let Iγ−1 = iγ−1 be such that Wγ−1,` = w`, w` ∈ [−h`,∞), ∀`. We first note that
Eγ
[
(τa − γ)+|Iγ−1 = iγ−1
] ≤ E1 [ max
1≤`≤L
{τW,`(w`, d`A) + νW,`(WτW,`(w`,d`A))}
]
. (8.1)
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Figure 3. Typical evolution of the DE-CuSum algorithm showing the first passage time τW,`, and
the last exit time νW,` with w` = 0.01, d`A = 0.5
By definition WτW,`(w`,d`A) ≥ d`A. See Fig. 3 for a typical evolution of the DE-CuSum statistic at a sensor
`, showing the first passage time τW,`(w`, d`D), and the last exit time νW,`(y`), where y` := WτW,`(w`,d`A)
for simplicity of representation.
It is easy to see that
Eγ
[
(τa − γ)+|Iγ−1 = iγ−1
] ≤ E1 [ max
1≤`≤L
{τW,`(w`, d`A)}
]
+ E1
[
max
1≤`≤L
{νW,`(WτW,`(w`,d`A))}
]
.
(8.2)
We now show that the second term on the right hand side of (8.2) is bounded by a constant, and the first
term on the right hand side of (8.2) is A∑L
`=1D(f1,` || f0,`)
+O(
√
A).
For the second term, from Lemma 8.1 below, we have
E1
[
max
1≤`≤L
{νW,`(WτW,`(w`,d`A))}
]
≤
L∑
`=1
E1
[
νW,`(WτW,`(w`,d`A))
]
≤ LK3, (8.3)
where K3 is a constant, not a function of the conditioning w`, d`, ∀`, and the threshold A. Thus (8.2) can be
written as
Eγ
[
(τa − γ)+|Iγ−1 = iγ−1
] ≤ E1 [ max
1≤`≤L
{τW,`(w`, d`A)}
]
+ LK3. (8.4)
For the first term on the right, we write the random variable τW,`(w`, d`A) in terms of τC,`(w`, d`A). We
first assume that 0 ≤ w` ≤ d`A. Note that τW,`(w`, d`A) is the time for the DE-CuSum statistic Wn,` to
reach d`A starting with W0,` = w`. And this time to hit d`A may have multiple sojourns of the statistic
Wn,` below 0. Thus, the time τW,`(w`, d`A) can be written as the sum of random times. Motivated by this
we define a set of new variables. In the following, we often suppress the dependence on the index ` for
simplicity.
Let
τ1(w`) = inf{n ≥ 1 : Wn,` 6∈ [0, d`A] with W0,` = w`}.
This is the first time for the DE-CuSum statistic, starting at W0,` = w`, to either hit d`A or go below 0. On
paths over which Wτ1,` < 0, we know that a number of consecutive samples are skipped depending on the
undershoot of the observations. Let t1(w`) be the number of consecutive samples skipped after τ1(w`) on
such paths. On such paths again, let
τ2(w`) = inf{n > τ1(w`) + t1(w`) : Wn,` 6∈ [0, d`A]}.
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Thus, on paths such that Wτ1,` < 0, after the times τ1(w`) and the number of skipped samples t1(w`), the
statistic Wn,` reaches 0 from below. The time τ2(w`) is the first time for Wn,` to either cross A or go below
0, after time τ1(w`) + t1(w`). We define, t2(w`), τ3(w`), etc. similarly. Next let,
N`(w`) = inf{k ≥ 1 : Wτk,` > d`A}.
For simplicity we introduce the notion of “cycles”, “success” and “failure”. With reference to the
definitions of τk(w`)’s above, we say that a success has occurred if the statistic Wn,`, starting with W0,` =
w`, crosses d`A before it goes below 0. In that case we also say that the number of cycles to d`A is 1. If on
the other hand, the statisticWn,` goes below 0 before it crosses d`A, we say a failure has occurred. On paths
such thatWτ1,` < 0, and after the times τ1(w`) and the number of skipped samples t1(w`), the statisticWn,`
reaches 0 from below. We say that the number of cycles is 2, if now the statistic Wn,` crosses d`A before it
goes below 0. Thus, N`(w`) is the number of cycles to success at sensor `.
Let
q` = P1
(
n∑
k=1
log
f1,`(Xk,`)
f0,`(Xk,`)
≥ 0, ∀n
)
.
From Woodroofe (1982) it is well known that q` > 0. We claim that
E1[N`(w`)] ≤ 1
q`
. (8.5)
Thus, N`(w`) <∞, a.s. P1.
If (8.5) is indeed true then we can define λ1(w`) = τ1(w`), λ2(w`) = τ2(w`)− τ1(w`)− t1(w`), etc, to
be the lengths of the sojourns of the statistic Wn,` above 0. Then clearly we have
τW,`(w`, d`A) =
N`(w`)∑
k=1
λk(w`) +
N`(w`)−1∑
k=1
tk(w`),
If w` < 0, then note that there will be an additional initial sojourn of the statistic Wn,` below 0, equal to
d|wh`+` |/µ`e. This is followed by delay term which corresponds to w` = 0. Thus, in this case we can write
τW,`(w`, d`A) =
N`(w`)∑
k=1
λk(w`) +
N`(w`)∑
k=1
tk(w`),
Such a statement is also valid even if w` > A because the right hand side of the above equation is positive.
Substituting this in (8.4) we have
Eγ
[
(τa − γ)+|Iγ−1 = iγ−1
]
≤ E1
[
max
1≤`≤L
{τW,`(w`, d`A)}
]
+ LK3
≤ E1
 max
1≤`≤L

N`(w`)∑
k=1
λk(w`) +
N`(w`)∑
k=1
tk(w`)

+ LK3
≤ E1
 max
1≤`≤L

N`(w`)∑
k=1
λk(w`)

+ E1
 max
1≤`≤L

N`(w`)∑
k=1
tk(w`)

+ LK3
≤ E1
 max
1≤`≤L

N`(w`)∑
k=1
λk(w`)

+ L∑
`=1
dh`/µ`e
q`
+ LK3.
(8.6)
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The last inequality is true because
tk(w`) ≤ dh`/µ`e, ∀w`, k, `
and because of (8.5).
We now make an important observation. We observe that because of the i.i.d. nature of the observations
τC,`(w`, d`A)
d
=
N`(w`)∑
k=1
λk(w`),
where we have used the symbol d= to denote equality in distribution. Thus,
E1
 max
1≤`≤L

N`(w`)∑
k=1
λk(w`)

 = E1 [ max
1≤`≤L
τC,`(w`, d`A)
]
.
But, by sample-pathwise arguments it follows that
E1
[
max
1≤`≤L
τC,`(w`, d`A)
]
≤ E1
[
max
1≤`≤L
τC,`(0, d`A)
]
.
This gives us
Eγ
[
(τa − γ)+|Iγ−1 = iγ−1
]
≤ E1
 max
1≤`≤L

N`(w`)∑
k=1
λk(w`)

+ L∑
`=1
dh`/µ`e
q`
+ LK3
= E1
[
max
1≤`≤L
τC,`(w`, d`A)
]
+
L∑
`=1
dh`/µ`e
q`
+ LK3
≤ E1
[
max
1≤`≤L
τC,`(0, d`A)
]
+
L∑
`=1
dh`/µ`e
q`
+ LK3
≤ E1
[
max
1≤`≤L
τR,`(0, d`A)
]
+
L∑
`=1
dh`/µ`e
q`
+ LK3
(8.7)
We note that the right hand side of the above equation is not a function of γ and the conditioning Iγ−1 =
iγ−1 anymore. The theorem thus follows by taking ess sup on the left hand side followed by a sup over time
index γ, and recalling the result from the proof of Theorem 3 of Mei (2005) that E1 [max1≤`≤L τR,`(0, d`A)]
is of the order of A∑L
`=1D(f1,` || f0,`)
+O(
√
A).
The proof of the theorem will be complete if we prove the claim (8.5).
With the identity
E1[N`(w`)] =
∞∑
k=1
P1(N`(w`) ≥ k)
in mind, and using the terminology of cycles, success and failure defined earlier, we write
P1(N`(w`) ≥ k) = P1(fail in 1st cycle) P1(fail in 2nd cycle|fail in first cycle)
· · ·P1(fail in k − 1st cycle|fail in all previous).
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Now,
P1(fail in ith cycle|fail in all previous)
= 1− P1(success in ith cycle|fail in all previous).
We note that
P1(success in 1st cycle) = P1(Wτ1,` > A)
= P1(Statistic Wn,` starting with W0,` = w` reaches d`A before it goes below 0)
≥ P1
(
n∑
k=1
log
f1,`(Xk,`)
f0,`(Xk,`)
≥ 0, ∀n
)
= q`.
(8.8)
Here, the last inequality follows because
∑n
k=1 log
f1,`(Xk,`)
f0,`(Xk,`)
→ ∞ a.s. under P1, and hence the statistic
Wn,` reaches d`A before actually never coming below w`, and hence reaches d`A before going below 0.
Note that the lower bound is not a function of the starting point w`.
Similarly, for the second cycle
P1(success in 2nd cycle|failure in first) = P1 (Wτ2,` > A|Wτ1,` < 0))
= P1 (Statistic Wn,`, for n > τ1(w`) + t1(w`), reaches d`A before it goes below 0)
= P1(Statistic Wn,` starting with W0,` = 0 reaches d`A before it goes below 0)
≥ P1
(
n∑
k=1
log
f1,`(Xk,`)
f0,`(Xk,`)
≥ 0, ∀n
)
= q`.
Almost identical arguments for the other cycles proves that
P1(success in ith cycle|fail in all previous) ≥ q`, ∀i.
As a result we get
P1(N`(w`) ≥ k) ≤ (1− q`)k−1.
Note that the right hand side is not a function of the initial point w`, nor is a function of the threshold A.
Hence,
E1[N`(w`)] =
∞∑
k=1
P1(N`(w`) ≥ k) ≤
∞∑
k=1
(1− q`)k−1 = 1
q`
<∞. (8.9)
This proves the claim in (8.5) and proves the theorem.
Lemma 8.1. Let νW,`(w`) as defined above be the last exit time of the DE-CuSum statistic at sensor ` of the
interval (−∞, w`]. Then if the variance of the log likelihood ratio at sensor ` is finite, then for all w` ≥ 0,
and every `,
E1[νW,`(w`)] ≤ E1[νC,`(w`)] +K1
≤ E1[νR,`(w`)] +K1 = K3 <∞,
(8.10)
where K1 and K3 are finite positive constants.
Proof. Throughout the proof, we often suppress the dependence on the sensor index `. The evolution of the
DE-CuSum statistic from n = 1 till νW,`(w`) can be described as follows. The DE-CuSum starts at w`, and
initially evolves like the CuSum algorithm, till either it goes below 0, or grows to∞ without ever coming
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back to 0. LetA1 be the set of paths such that the DE-CuSum statistic grows to infinity without ever touching
0. In Fig. 3 consider the evolution of the DE-CuSum statistic by considering the time τW,`(w`, d`A) as the
origin or time n = 0. Then the sample shown in Fig. 3 is a path from the set Ac1, which is the complement
of the set A1. We define
ν1(w`) = sup{n ≥ 1 : Wn,` ≤ w`;W0,` = w`} on A1
= inf{n ≥ 1 : Wn,` < 0; } on Ac1
(8.11)
Thus, on the set A1, ν1(w`) is the last exit time for the level w`, and on the set Ac1, ν1(w`) is the first time
to hit 0. We note that ν1(w`) is not a stopping time.
On the set Ac1, the DE-CuSum statistic goes below 0. Let t1(w`) be the time taken for the DE-CuSum
statistic to grow up to 0, once it goes below 0 at ν1(w`). Beyond ν1(w`) + t1(w`), the evolution of the
DE-CuSum statistic is similar. Either it grows up to∞ (say on set of paths A2), or it goes below 0 (say on
set of paths Ac2). Thus, we define the variable
ν2(w`) = sup{n > ν1(w`) + t1(w`) : Wn,` ≤ w`} on A2
= inf{n > ν1(w`) + t1(w`) : Wn,` < 0; } on Ac2
(8.12)
The variables t3(w`) and ν3(w`), etc., can be similarly defined. We note that the variables here are similar
to that used in the proof of Theorem 6.1, but the variables νk(w`)s here are not stopping times.
Also, let
Nν` (w`) = inf{k ≥ 1 : Wνk(w`),` ≥ 0}.
As done in the proof of Theorem 6.1, we define the notion of “cycles”, “success” and “failure”. With
reference to the definitions of νk(w`)’s above, we say that a success has occurred if the statisticWn,`, starting
with W0,` = w`, grows to infinity before it goes below 0. In that case we also say that the number of cycles
to the last exit time is 1. If on the other hand, the statistic Wn,` goes below 0, we say a failure has occurred.
On paths such that Wτ1,` < 0, and after the times τ1(w`) and the number of skipped samples t1(w`), the
statistic Wn,` reaches 0 from below. We say that the number of cycles is 2, if now the statistic Wn,` grows
to infinity before it goes below 0. Thus, N`(w`) is the number of cycles to success at sensor `. See Fig. 3,
where in the figure Nν` = 7.
Let
q` = P1
(
n∑
k=1
log
f1,`(Xk,`)
f0,`(Xk,`)
≥ 0, ∀n
)
.
We now show that
E1[Nν` (w)] ≤
1
q`
<∞.
The last strict inequality is true because q` > 0; see Woodroofe (1982).
With the identity
E1[Nν` (w`)] =
∞∑
k=1
P1(Nν` (w`) ≥ k)
in mind, and using the terminology of cycles, success and failure defined above (and which are different
from those used in the proof of Theorem 6.1), we write
P1(Nν` (w`) ≥ k) = P1(fail in 1st cycle) P1(fail in 2nd cycle|fail in 1st cycle)
· · ·P1(fail in k − 1st cycle|fail in all previous).
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Now,
P1(fail in ith cycle|fail in all previous)
= 1− P1(success in ith cycle|fail in all previous).
We note that
P1(success in 1st cycle) = P1(Wν1,` > 0)
= P1(Statistic Wn,` starting with W0,` = w` grows to∞ before it goes below 0)
≥ P1
(
n∑
k=1
log
f1,`(Xk,`)
f0,`(Xk,`)
≥ 0, ∀n
)
= q`.
(8.13)
Here, the last inequality follows because
∑n
k=1 log
f1,`(Xk,`)
f0,`(Xk,`)
→ ∞ a.s. under P1, and hence the statistic
Wn,` grows to infinity before never coming below w` ≥ 0. Note that the lower bound is not a function of
the starting point w`.
Similarly, for the second cycle
P1(success in 2nd cycle|failure in first) = P1 (Wν2,` > 0|Wν1,` < 0))
= P1 (Statistic Wn,`, for n > ν1(w`) + t1(w`), grows to∞ before it goes below 0)
= P1(Statistic Wn,` starting with W0,` = 0 grows to∞ before it goes below 0)
= P1
(
n∑
k=1
log
f1,`(Xk,`)
f0,`(Xk,`)
≥ 0, ∀n
)
= q`.
Almost identical arguments for the other cycles proves that
P1(success in ith cycle|fail in all previous) ≥ q`, ∀i.
As a result we get
P1(Nν` (w`) ≥ k) ≤ (1− q`)k−1.
Note that the right hand side is not a function of the initial point w`, nor is a function of the threshold A.
Hence,
E1[Nν` (w`)] =
∞∑
k=1
P1(N`(w`) ≥ k) ≤
∞∑
k=1
(1− q`)k−1 = 1
q`
<∞. (8.14)
Thus,Nν` (w`) <∞, a.s. under P1 and we can define the following random variables: λν1(w`) = ν1(w`),
λν2(w`) = ν2(w`) − ν1(w`) − t1(w`), etc, to be the lengths of the sojourns of the statistic Wn,` above 0.
Then, νW,`(w`) can be written as
E1[νW,`(w`)] = E1
Nν` (w)∑
k=1
λν1(w`)
+ E1
Nν` (w)−1∑
k=1
tk(w)
 . (8.15)
We observe that because of the i.i.d. nature of the observations
E1[νC,`(w`)] = E1
Nν` (w)∑
k=1
λν1(w`)
 .
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As a result,
E1[νW,`(w)] = E1[νC,`(w`)] + E1
Nν` (w)−1∑
k=1
tk(w)
 . (8.16)
Now, tk(w) ≤ dh`/µ`e, for any k, w`, and every `. Thus, we have
E1[νW,`(w)] ≤ E1[νC,`(w`)] + E1[Nν` (w)]dh`/µ`e
≤ E1[νC,`(w`)] + dh`/µ`e
q`
.
(8.17)
The first inequality of the lemma follows from by setting K1 =
dh`/µ`e
q`
. The rest of the lemma follows by
noting that by definition of the CuSum algorithm
E1[νC,`(w`)] ≤ E1[νR,`(w`)],
and the latter is finite, and not a function of w`, provided the variance of the log likelihood ratio is finite; see
Mei (2005).
9. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we proposed the DE-All algorithm, a data-efficient algorithm for sensor networks. We showed
that the proposed algorithm is first-order asymptotically optimal for QCD formulations where there is an
additional constraint on the cost of observations used before the change point at each sensor. The results
imply that one can skip an arbitrary but fixed fraction of samples before the change point, transmit a binary
digit occassionally from the sensors to the fusion center, and still perform asymptotically up to the same
order as the Centralized CuSum algorithm. We note that in the latter algorithm, all the samples are used at
each sensor, and raw observations are transmitted from the sensors to the fusion center at each time slot.
One can expect better performance if in place of binary digits, more information is transmitted from
the sensors to the fusion center. In this case, one can use better fusion techniques at the fusion center to
get improved performance. This is indeed true; see Banerjee and Veeravalli (2012b) and Banerjee and
Veeravalli (2013b) for some preliminary results.
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